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HOW TO MANAGE 
HIGH-FUNCTIONING
STRESS & ANXIETY



Three Steps to Ease and Confidence

FREE GUIDE

It's time to step into your personal power and use your mind and
body to live a life you want and love.

The Problem...

The Solution...

The human brain is wired for protection and will default to

negative thoughts to keep us feeling anxious to survive;

Most of us have been socially conditioned to feel not good

enough, never get upset and feel positive all the time; and

We haven't been taught how to release stress from our body.

Regulate your emotions and recover from stressors daily;

Decide how you want to feel more often;

Start thinking for yourself, instead of how you were taught to

think; and

Consciously create a different result for yourself.
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1. What is one area of your life or situation that is causing you to feel
stressed or anxious?
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2. Where in your body do you feel the energy of the emotion? How
would you describe it to a child in simple terms? E.g.: hot, cold, moving,
stagnant, fast, slow, burning, tight, hollow.

3. Breathe deeply and allow yourself whatever time is needed to simply
be present in your body without giving in to any urges to resist, avoid,
or react to the feeling. Recognize that emotions are harmless.

EXPERIENCE YOUR STRESS
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4. Free write the thoughts you have about your situation or stressor.

GAIN AWARENESS

5. What is the strongest thought that is causing you to feel stressed or
anxious?

6. How is that thought not true? What evidence can you find to counter
that thought?



7.  How do you wish you could feel about your stressor? Calm,
confident, other?
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9. What evidence or examples do you have to support that belief?

8. What could you believe instead to feel that way now? 

10. Practice thinking the new thoughts that give you relief daily as
much as you can. This is how we rewire our brains to create lasting
change!

CHOOSE YOUR THOUGHTS ON PURPOSE



It's time for you to start feeling as good on the inside
as your life looks on the outside. 

Click on the button below to schedule a
complimentary call to see how life coaching can

help you:
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"In my free session with Monica, she pointed something out that I
was clearly blinded too, and yet looking back, it seemed so obvious!
In that moment, I knew she would be able to help me turn my life

around and boy did she ever!"
- Megan B

It could change your life. 
 

Here's what a recent client said: 

SCHEDULE NOW

https://www.monicabhardwaj.com/bookings-checkout/free-breakthrough-session/book
https://www.monicabhardwaj.com/booking-calendar/free-consultation-call?referral=service_list_widget
https://www.monicabhardwaj.com/bookings-checkout/free-breakthrough-session/book

